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Genetically Engineered Biomaterials
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ABSTRACT
The involvement of genetic engineering techniques in the development of novel biomaterials has a huge impact on a

vast range of applications. The capability of new genetically engineered material has achieved various innovative

scopes in the biomedical industry. Such materials are usually designed via chemical and physical methods of genetic

engineering. According to the genetic basis of sequence, molecular weight, folded structure, and stereochemistry,

protein polymers thus suggest a generous view for the architecture of protein-based genetically engineered

biomaterials.

The scopes of developing genetically engineered biomaterials are leading to improve biological features of materials

which can enhance the applicability and properties of materials. In the last five years, Genetic engineering research is

becoming closer to the mass consumer. Leading global geneticists predict that in the coming years, a boom will occur

in the genetic engineering market, comparable to the massive spread of personal computers in the 1980s. Thus

genetically modified biomaterials with upgraded biological properties, expanding towards mass-scale industrial

production, and the considerable consumption in regular universal activities.

The techniques used to develop new materials and to modify the properties of existing materials, are subjected to

different industries and fields of scientific researches. CRISPR is an authoritative research tool that facilitates

scientists to deal with the expression of a gene. It has shown tremendous potential in genome research due to its

ability to delete unwanted traits, and possibly even replace them with desirable traits. It is agile, worthwhile, and

more authentic than any preceding gene-editing techniques. Genetically engineered biomaterials have been an

enormous field of research over the last fifteen years and CRISPR has already initiated performing a significant aspect

in boosting biomaterial research.
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INTRODUCTION

People have applied biotechnology operations, such as selectively
breeding animals and fermentation, for thousands of years [1,2].
Late 19th and early 20th century explorations revealed how
microorganisms accomplish commercially advantageous
procedures and how they provoke disease contribute to the
industrial production of vaccines and antibiotics [3,4]. Upgraded
approaches for animal breeding have also emanated from these
ventures [5]. Scientists within the San Francisco Bay Area took a
large leap forward with the invention and development of
recombinant DNA techniques in the 1970s [6-9]. The area of

biotechnology proceeds to expedite with modern revelations and
unique applications predicted to aid the economy throughout
the 21st century [10-12].

Gene targeting is a particular technique that uses homologous
recombination to shift an endogenous gene and can be used to
eliminate a gene, omit exons, insert a gene, or include point
mutations [13]. Genetic engineering has applications in
medicine, research, industry, and agriculture and can be used on
different types of plants, animals, and microorganisms [9,14].

Genetic engineering has staged a collection of drugs and
hormones for medical use. One of its initial applications in
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Abstract
Flow analysis is considered to be the most crucial procedure in 
aerodynamics. Analysis of flow and its parameters over any object 
has to be done with considering aerodynamic loading acting over 
it. In the field of aerodynamics, wind tunnel test setup is used for 
flow analysis. The wind tunnel test section should always afford 
a laminar and uniform flow to provide exact results during flow 
parameter determination. But attaining cent percent laminar 
flow inside a wind tunnel test section is practically not possible. 
Hence there is an immense requirement of performing calibration 
before starting any research experiments in a wind tunnel. It is to 
be noted that wind tunnel calibration is done with ultimate care 
to avoid any error in the analysis. Generally a pitot-static probe 
is used to calibrate subsonic wind tunnel. But the pitot –static 
tube has many limitations like single point data sensing. Hence 
a new efficient and compact instrument has to be developed for 
the calibration of wind tunnels. In this paper, a yaw sphere is 
designed and analyzed to perform the calibration of a subsonic 
wind tunnel.
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Introduction
Wind tunnels are apparatus that distribute stream of air flowing 
under controlled conditions. Wind tunnels are divided as low-
speed, high-speed and special-purpose tunnels. Those tunnels 
working with a test-section speed less than 180 meter per second 
are Low-speed wind tunnels.Wind tunnels are further divided 
as open-circuit and closedcircuit tunnels. Inertia and viscosity 
rare the main factors prompting tunnel performance in low-
speed wind tunnels. In low-speed wind tunnels, the effect of 
compressibility is insignificant Dynamic pressure, flow direction, 
static pressure, total pressure, temperature, and turbulence level 
are the major parameters that characterize low speed tunnel..In 
other words, calibration of low-speed wind tunnel instruments 
involve the determination of flow angularity in the test-section and 
turbulence level. The wind tunnel calibration is done in order to 
ensure the uniformity in the flow. Calibration of the wind tunnel 
plays a vital role in wind tunnel operation.Uniformity in the 
flow has to be maintain throughout the cross section. At the test-
section when it is free from any model, the flow should possess a 
straight path in the direction of stream lines corresponding to axis 
of tunnel. Therefore, before starting any test to perform in the 
wind tunnel, confirming the direction of flow with tunnel axis is 
important.Hence, to measure angularity of flow in the subsonic 
wind test section, a Yaw sphere has been designed and analysed 
in this paper
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